
Flautophonics

Flute & recorder, as beautiful as unusual instrumentation. The unique quality of our ensemble is represented 

by our regular performances with different guests. These are various instruments, such as violoncello, piano, 

accordion, harp or organ. The colors of the two instruments and the guest instrument are well balanced, 

become one or highlight each other with their individual sound. They are performed individually or in various 

small chamber music formations up to a trio or quartet, sounding “classically traditional” or a bit more 

modern. The sound experience and enjoyment of the melodies are always the focus of attention. Our 

repertoire includes works from ancient music to tango, also world premieres ot works composed for us.

Contact information: Katharina Martini, info@katharina-martini.de, www.katharina-martini.de, +4915223922496

Christiane Martini, recorders
Katharina Martini, flute

Christiane and Katharina Martini are a worldwide successful 

mother-daughter team in the field of music and literature. Both are 

studied musicians with distinctions and international wellknown awards 

and have published various works, including several best-selling books in 

the fields of music, fiction and non-fiction. They complement each other 

harmonically in inspiration, organisation and realisation of their joint 

projects. Together they initiated the Artist Lounge Podcast, give 

concerts, organize events and masterclasses, perform in Europe and the 

US at festivals and in concert halls. 

Become part of our vision and enjoy the unique magic 

sound of this ensemble together with your audience. 

happiness concert

As musicians and authors, we combine music and literature. The 

special combination of music and literature, enables a unique 

experience of happiness. Happiness is so close to us and sometimes 

so far away, so we want to share happiness with everybody and 

have written "The Happiness Book", in german "Das Glücksbuch". 

The story is about a magical labyrinth and the colorful and 

eye-opening experiences of a group of friends bringing them 

happiness or reminding them of the really important things in life. 

We read and tell stories from our book. The visitors are invited to 

an inner journey to reflect on their own happiness and that of their 

fellow human beings. Small, special moments of happiness make 

the Happiness Event a magical event, so everyone can take home a 

large amount of happiness. We have experienced that a concert 

format of this kind is very close to the people, they feel picked up 

and can absorb the music easily. 


